
Approach Note on Criteria and Engagement Approach 

for Just-in-Time Operational Support to Teams (JOST) 

for LC2 (Central America) on the Development Challenge of Crime and Violence 

The Bank has a growing body of experience with mechanisms used internally (and occasionally with 

clients) to assess our current portfolio and future pipeline in a country against key social and risk factors 

– conflict filters, peace lenses, inclusion filters. Additionally, the most recent generation of Risk and 

Resilience Assessments (RRAs) have taken further the initial steps pioneered in earlier Conflict Analyses 

and Fragility Assessments (which primarily diagnosed the dynamics of conflict, fragility, violence, or 

exclusion, but often stopped short of targeted operational recommendations); the best of the recent RRAs 

involve focused consultations with TTLs once the overall RRA diagnostic and strategic broad-brush 

recommendations are framed, to co-create specific operational ideas that might be considered. 

However, even in the best of circumstances, the challenge has been sustained and predictable 

accompaniment of task teams at the relevant points in the identification-preparation-launch-

implementation cycle, to ensure that sector- and country-specific advice could be provided by technically 

skilled Bank staff or vetted consultants.  Establishing engagement with the TTL as early on as possible is 

a key success factor; the others are a process and resources for pulling in the relevant people no matter 

where they may be in the Bank; while this is the underlying core principle of Global Practices, the stickiness 

of work program arrangements and budgets means that especially for FCV work, success has depended 

on dedicated resourcing, although that can sometimes be quite modest. 

While the approach taken during this initial Just-in-Time Operational Support for Teams (JOST) was 

opportunistic given the short time frame (February – June 2019), the LAC-Social team in practice used an 

approach that took all of the elements above into consideration.  The following three elements were all 

at play in some form in the collaboration with LC2 teams during this ‘pilot’ period for JOST, and are 

proposed as the criteria that would form the basis of an approach going forward in any programmatic 

engagement: 

• Contextual enablers 

o CMU messaging and leadership 

o If demand outstrips supply, clear prioritization by CMU to triage demand 

▪ By sector 

▪ By operational characteristic: high visibility, high risk, flagship 

▪ By market mechanisms (first-come/most responsive = first-served) 

• Demand-side readiness  

o timing (stage of project identification/preparation) 

o TTL receptivity 

o TTL assessment of client openness to diagnostics and (possibly) operational options  

• Supply-side readiness 

o state of current accessible operationally-relevant experience 

o adequacy of resourcing for the initial Just-in-Time inputs (e.g. would the envelope 

available for a particular FY cover all pipeline operations?  A fraction? What %) 

o availability of Bank staff or vetted consultants to support team for deeper preparation 

work and/or implementation, should it be requested/needed 


